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By Robert Mazur

BACK BAY BOOKS, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Media Tie In. Language: English
. Brand New Book. The electrifying true story that inspired the major new motion picture The
Infiltrator Robert Mazur spent years undercover infiltrating the Medellín Cartel s criminal hierarchy.
The dirty bankers and businessmen he befriended-some of whom still shape power across the
globe-knew him as Bob Musella, a wealthy, mob-connected big shot living the good life. Together
they partied in $1,000-per-night hotel suites, drank bottles of the world s finest champagne, drove
Rolls-Royce convertibles, and flew in private jets. But under Mazur s Armani suits and in his Renwick
briefcase, recorders whirred silently, capturing the damning evidence of their crimes. The Infiltrator
is the story of how Mazur helped bring down the unscrupulous bankers who manipulated complex
international finance systems to serve drug lords, corrupt politicians, tax cheats, and terrorists. It is
a shocking chronicle of the rise and fall of one of the biggest and most intricate money-laundering
operation of all time-an enterprise that cleaned and moved hundreds of millions of dollars a year.
Filled with dangerous lies, near misses, and harrowing escapes, The Infiltrator is as bracing and
explosive as the greatest fiction...
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Very good e book and beneficial one. It can be filled with wisdom and knowledge Your life period is going to be enhance when you full reading this ebook.
-- Ar lene K em m er-- Ar lene K em m er

This pdf can be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It generally does not expense excessive. Its been printed in an exceptionally simple way
and it is just soon after i finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Aug ust Her m iston PhD-- Mr . Aug ust Her m iston PhD
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